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March 6th, 2021

Invitation to Educators

Your community, your village 
We hope you can join us

The ECW Educators Festival offers Educators an array of authentic and meaningful
hands on learning experiences that are fun, innovative and informative. In a tranquil,
stress free environment this event provides you with the space to hang out with fellow
ECEC villagers, unwind, relax and just Be. Connect with friends and colleagues and
wander through the festival at your own leisure, engage in what interests you and have
some fun. Take all the time you need to connect with the Exhibitors, participate in a few
professional discussions or workshops. The ECW Educators Festival has been designed
by Educators for Educators so come along check it out, connect, share and learn together.

The Professional Development sessions are planned hands on experiences designed as a
provocation of learning, to introduce you to professional learning experiences that will
inform your thinking and practice. Designed to support you to grow in knowledge and
confidence, your experiences will inspire you to take your learning back to your own
unique environments to share with colleagues and help to bring some fun back into what
your work with children, reduce the stress and anxiety associated with your work and
motivate you too...

https://indigiscapes.redland.qld.gov.au/
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Jennifer Ribarovski is the Managing Director of JR Education Consulting Services and has over 
thirty years’ experience in the education and care sector, including playing a key role in the 
implementation of the National Quality Framework for both the NSW Regulatory Authority and the 
Australian Children’s Education and Care Quality Authority. Jennifer has trained authorised officers across 
Australia to assess against the National Quality Standard, and has developed curriculum and support 
documents to assist educators in their pedagogical journey. She has both taught and held leadership 
roles in preschools, early childhood centres, public schools and at universities and has a wealth of 
experience in translating educational theory into practice. Jennifer consults both nationally and internationally 
and is an experienced and highly sought-after presenter, having worked with over 10,000 teachers, educators 
and providers. She teaches at and provides consultancy services to Sydney University in both the undergraduate
and postgraduate early childhood programs.
Jennifer holds a Bachelor of Early Childhood Education and a Master of Educational Leadership and Management
with Distinction but is most proud of being a ‘squishy grandma’; a title generously bestowed on her by a four-year-
old child in an education and care centre.

Stephen Gallen has over 28 years experience in ECEC, with nearly 20 years as a contact educator/teacher. 
 He has taught across all service types including long day care, in home care, school age care, primary 
school and preschool.  He has been supporting educators in their professional development since 1999.  
He is especially interested in social justice in Early Childhood, and in the ways educators and children 
can use documentation to make meaning of the time they spend together.  

Tara Hill is the inspiring multi-tasking senior facilitator at Phoenix Support for Educators. Her experience in the
profession started in 2003 as an educator and became a nominated supervisor in 2007. Tara's strength based
coaching skills are exceptional and oversees The Online Teacher's and Educator's Symposium (TOTES) and
delivers workshops around educational program and practice, documentation, learning environments and The
Phoenix Cups Framework. 
Tara’s qualifications include an Advanced Diploma of Children's Services, and a Cert IV in Training and
Assessment. Tara is currently studying a Bachelor of Social Sciences, majoring in Behavioural Studies. 
. 

Presenters

Jennifer Ribarovski

Before developing Bond University’s Bachelor of Children’s Services’ programme, Caroline enjoyed a long and
varied career working in a wide range of Children’s Services’ care and teaching situations starting as a pre-school
teacher in ACT progressing to advisory and consultancy roles with regional and government education authorities.  
Her experience encompasses all aspects of early childhood learning from classroom teaching to managing
services and from educating future teachers to consulting and developing professional development programmes.   
Whilst at Bond University, Caroline won the first academic award for her work in teaching students who now work
in Children’s Services world-wide. Since July 2012 Caroline exclusively devotes her time and experience working
extensively with Children’s Services throughout Australia developing customised professional development
programmes for early childhood educators.  
 

Caroline Fewster

Stephen Gallen

Tara Hill

Niki Buchan is an International Educational Consultant with 37 years’ experience in the early 
childhood profession. She founded natural childcare settings in South Africa, helped to develop 
and was Head of Scotland’s first Nature Kindergarten and now supports Bush schools in 
Australia. A popular author and keynote speaker recognised as an outspoken advocate for 
children’s right to a high-quality childhood, she is considered a leading voice in promoting 
Nature-based practice. Niki believes all children have a right to regular access to nature and 
to learn in a way that is natural to them.  

Niki Buchan
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Presenters

Angus Gorrie has a background in event organisation and management, and now a student 
of psychology, Angus has been working in the education sector for 11 years. Currently working as 
the Program Manager at Camp Hill Outside School Hours Care, Angus and his team have a passion 
for proactive childhood development incorporating risky play, nature play and playwork into the everyday
program. In addition to OSHC, Angus has also organised and run many other events for school aged
children including fishing and adventure camps.

Todd Ada is the Service Manager at Camp Hill Outside School Hours Care and has worked within the Childcare and School Age Care industry
for over 10 years. Todd completed his Bachelors of Education Degree in Primary and Middle School in 2007 and has worked as a Manager of
Camp Hill OSHC since 2009. He is also currently studying a certificate in Playwork and is passionate about children's development and growth
and the important role that play has in developing the holistic child. As a Service Manager and Nominated Supervisor of the service, Todd
understands the many complexities of the industry and the barriers that we all face but is excited with the way he sees the industry heading.

With 15 years of experience working with children and families and a family background in early years care and education, Lucy Ada has
recently devoted her practice to Playwork and all things pertaining to it. Lucy has completed a playwork course, a degree in Fine Arts and a Cert
lll in child care, and has a passion for authentic education. Being the staffing manager at camp hill OSHC her focus is now on transferring that
passion onto other staff and throughout the industry as a whole. 

The Outsiders - Angus Gorrie, Todd Ada, Lucy Ada

Alasdair Torrie has over 18 years’ experience in a number of industries as a HR professional. The majority of his
career has been spent in the public and private health care sector. Alasdair holds a Masters’ degree in Business,
specialising in Human Resources from a University in Edinburgh.

Like any Scotsman Alasdair likes to have a chat. However, from his training in corporate coaching through
neurosciences he is astutely aware of the potential impact we can have in every conversation.

Alasdair is a sole trader and founder of his company 'The Scottish HeadHunter' and will take you on a journey that  
challenges your thinking.

Alasdair Torrie

TBec Lloyd is Australia's leading communication specialist in early childhood and school education.  
Beginning her career as a newspaper journalist, she made her mark in leading education agencies 
in NSW and nationally as a founding executive for ACECQA.
As the author of The Flawsome Family Mealbook, and the UnYucky classes for children's cooks and 
educators, Bec combines her expertise in quality early childhood development with humour and 
compassion to help families and educators get even the fussiest eaters to participate in joyful shared 
meals. 
At the Festival, Bec will present The Power of Table Talk and will be available all day to answer 
questions including how to map your service's positive mealtimes to all seven of the National Quality 
Standards in your QIP.

Bec Lloyd

Madeline Avci is the Director of Jump Up For Kids and is a huge advocate of children balancing their time in front
of screens with time playing outside where they ignite all of their senses. At work and through her own children,
she sees the joy in children’s eyes as they rise up to meet the challenges that nature provides. 
Jump Up For Kids brings together  over twenty years of Madeline’s experience in Occupational Therapy, teaching
and parenting,  to offer children and their families a ‘just right’ experience in a world that often feels hurried and
stressed. Jump Up For Kids supports children and families to develop independence and resilience in their daily
lives.

Madeline Avci
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Presenters

April is a proud descendant from the Noonuccal people of the Quandamooka nation from North Stradbroke 
Island (Minjerribah) who was born in Brisbane. 
April is a very keen and passionate cultural educator in sharing and educating the Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander cultures with others.  She believes in keep the spirit alive of these two rich cultures; we need to educate 
the children of today, parents, families, educators and other fellow Australians. April intends to connect, share 
her knowledge, deep respect and passion with you, so you too can feel, understand, respect and embed 
the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander perspectives into your services. Her vision is for justice and equality 
in humanity. 
April has worked with Exceptional Early Education professionals embedding cultural perspectives and 
travelled globally with an Indigenous performing company teaching children about these two rich cultures 
through song and dance. April has recently been embedding Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander perspectives 
and reaching out to services across South-East QLD on Action Research Project focused on “Standing up 
for a Natural Childhood”. 

Narell and Jennifer founded Birdwings Forest School in 2018, offering a range of 
nature immersion programs including Little Birdwings Forest Kindy, the Gold Coast's 
first 100% outdoor service for children aged 18 months to 5 years. As educators, 
artists, activists and environmentalists, Narell and Jennifer have created deeply 
enriching programs that are all about celebrating nature, play and our growing 
capabilities - at any age.

Narell Neville and Jennifer McCormack

Angela Wright has been in recreation and sport in local government since 1988 and has during this time has
been advocating and planning for outdoor recreation places, spaces, programs and services. A short stint in Sport
and Recreation Qld (1998-2000) projected Angela in the outdoor recreation policy area and she has been working
solidly since then advancing outdoor recreation policy and strategy at the local government level. 
Angela worked for the last 17 years for Redland City Council in the City Spaces Group (parks, sport and
recreation). She is currently semi-retired but continues to do voluntary work with Nature Play Qld in the play
spaces area and other consultancy work

 

Angela Wright

Rebecca is a passionate advocate for nature play and its immense benefits to support holistic development and
wellbeing. She is an educator who loves inspiring others; children, families and educators to play and learn with and
in nature. Rebecca loves connecting with land and water and all the living things to learn about the world as a co-
learner and collaborator with children. She has over 25 years experience teaching in education settings in rural
areas, community based and has focused her work in Early Childhood services in nature based programs. Rebecca
has strong values of sustainability and believes we all can become environmental stewards through active
citizenship in our communities. Rebecca has vast experience supporting students and educators to embrace nature
pedagogy and implement nature based learning environments in diverse program settings. She is devoted to
sharing concepts of embedding nature in all aspects of education practices and teaching.

Rebecca Burch

April Cunningham
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Learning Opportunities

Writing purposeful observations

Writing observations is a key component of the work of teachers and educators. Effective observations  
 can and should inform the program and intentional teaching strategies to support each child’s learning  
 and development. This intensive one-hour workshop will focus on writing purposeful observations. Using  
 a video of practice, we will work together on documenting an observation, and developing responsive
curriculum. Here’s your chance to reignite your professional skills, and practice in a supportive session
designed to enhance purposeful and valuable observations of children’s learning and development.

with Jennifer Ribarovski

Fifty new possibilities for babies and toddlers and their

families in early childhood settings.

Real connections with families
Joyful gatherings in the social world
Spaces and places especially designed for young children Let the music begin!

This interactive workshop and pop up display will be an opportunity for educators to consider new
possibilities to enable the creation of captivating environments for babies and toddlers and their families.
In this time together we will explore:

with Caroline Fewster

Bushfires, child activists and drag queens - exploring

how politics, identity, culture and values connect with

our practice.  

In this interactive and experiential workshop/discussion together we will dive deep into some rich and
interesting aspects of our practice. We seem to be living in an Australia that is increasingly polarised and
divided.  There are fierce debates over bush fires and climate change, over religious freedoms and
multiculturalism, over the role of activists and drag queens.  In all of these debates  the role of children
comes up time and again - whether it be the suitability of being read to by drag queens, their role in
protests, or the dangers and possibilities of gender politics and religion. This is something that as early
childhood educators we need to engage with rather than avoid.  How can we work with and not in spite     
 of difference and conflicts of values to challenge bias and injustice?  How can we create culturally 
 inclusive spaces for in our curriculum in ways that honour and engage with the lived experiences of
ourselves, our families and our children? What role do our values play?  While these issues are      
 complex and challenging we are going to be exploring grounded, practical and energising ways             
 that we can work with these issues in our daily curriculum, including unpacking some rich practical
examples and diving deeply into our professional identities. You’ll come away stimulated, provoked        
 and challenged, but also optimistic, energised and full of possibility!

with Stephen Gallen
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Learning Opportunities

Educator Wellbeing – the Phoenix Cups approach 

The phoenix Cups framework will help you understand how to meet your most important life needs, and the
needs of those around you, by discovering which Cups you need to keep full, how they influence
behaviours, and how you can use them to build relationships in all aspects of life.

with Tara Hill

  Behaviour and a Sense of Connection

Many children are behaving differently since Covid19.  We will look at some of the behaviours children are
displaying at this time when their needs are often not being met, behaviours that are often labelled as
challenging. We will explore simple, easy ways we can help ourselves, our colleagues and the children who
are struggling. A sense of belonging, of having ties with others is vital for mental and physical wellbeing.
Despite the importance of such social connections, sociological research shows that this is waning at
alarming rates leading to an increase in isolation and loneliness. The need to belong, to feel loved is a
fundamental human need. In this session we will explore what connection is, for ourselves personally and
for the children in our care, and how we can support and promote this feeling of connectedness. 

with Niki Buchan

Exploring the Benefits of Loose Parts 

This presentation showcases a short documentary filmed at Camp Hill OSHC in 2018. The Doco is a follow
on from an Action Research paper conducted in 2017 on the benefits of Loose Parts. The presentation is
designed to provide a visual representation of how we conduct our Loose Parts environment at Camp Hill
OSHC. We intend for this presentation to be more conversational and hope that the doco provides
inspiration to look at your own practices and how you can improve your services daily to provide better  
 play opportunities.

with The Outsiders (Angus, Todd and  Lucy)

Let's reshape our conversations

Drawing from his experiences and knowledge in human resources and taking a coaching approach 
 Alasdair will build your thinking during his session towards more productive conversations to:
• help shift the traditional ‘telling’ approach to a more inclusive ‘asking’ style
• explore active listening
• stretch the thinking of both parties by asking curious questions
By using the neurosciences techniques of coaching you can influence, motivate and provide              
 insight into workplace conversations. We can shift how we converse by asking questions rather            
 than feeling the need to tell the answers. To discover more and judge less we should ask curious questions
and shift back the ownership. 

with Alasdair Torrie
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Learning Opportunities

Visual Documentation and Creative Reflections

Make your journals, observations, floorbooks and visual tracking come alive with Birdwings Forest School,
as we demonstrate a range of simple and effective creative techniques to present your visual
documentation. Your documentation journey will become a work of art, engaging respectfully with children
and the community and presenting your shared learning experiences as a rich body of research and a joyful
book to treasure forever.

with Narell & Jennifer - Birdwings

  The Power of Table Talk

Waiting on Bec's over view..... this is last years session........One of the greatest lifelong gifts you can give a
child is the ability to enjoy the company of other people over meals.  Children who regularly eat with their
families and other trusted adults are known to have better outcomes at school, better resistance to negative
peer pressure, and better acceptance of a wide and healthy variety of foods. 
However, meals with children aren't always easy, especially in large groups. In a service setting, children's
meal times may be when educators are caught up in documentation or taking their own breaks.  Even if
tables are shared, the talk between children and educators may be devoted to food service rather than
developmental serve and return.
Bec's short workshop develops your focus on pleasurable eating with children, and how the benefits flow
not only to the children but to educators and to tired and busy families.

with Bec Lloyd - Unyucky

Making sense of Sensory Processing

When we think of all the things we hope for our children... all we want them to learn, to experience and 
to become – we take for granted certain basic requirements. We assume that they will be able to 
listen to us, to attend for a period of time and to be calm enough or awake enough to participate in 
learning, leisure and other day to day experiences. Without these basic ingredients, our efforts, no 
matter how creative and enthusiastic will meet with limited success. The lifelong love affair with 
learning that we hope for will be at best, a love hate relationship. 

Understanding sensory processing and its role in all of our lives,  provides a way for us to help 
children to engage, focus and participate at this very basic level. “Making Sense of Sensory 
Processing” will consider some of the basic ingredients or building blocks children need in 
order to be calm, focussed and engaged in day to day activities, including:
What are the seven senses and their impact on healthy child development?
What is sensory processing, modulation and regulation?
How can we support our children’s sensory systems throughout the day?
Strategies to encourage children to be better able to attain, maintain and change alertness 
levels appropriate to the task or situation.

with Madaline Avci - Jump up for Kids
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Learning Opportunities

Nature play and learning

We will explore and discuss how to embed nature play across your service curriculum. This
interactive session will inspire you to use nature's loose parts that are readily available to enhance
children's learning. We will share ideas and resources to support you to embed a whole service
approach to nature play and outdoor learning. We will explore child led play and inquiry based play
and how it aligns with nature pedagogy and explore the benefits to children's development and
wellbeing.

with Angela & Rebecca - Natureplay QLD

Dancing on Sacred Ground

Animal dancing / Torres Strait island basic footwork
These 30 minutes sessions will look at the basic techniques of the Australian
traditional dancing of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander movements. You will be
involved in expressive cultural  animal dancing that you will be able to share with your
children and other educators and also Torres Strait Islander basic song and dance. 

with Robbie Peters

Effective communication is vital to all things education and care, but it doesn’t necessarily come
simply or naturally. Given the importance placed on relationships in education and care, and the
understanding that communication is key to both developing and sustaining relationships, this
positions communication as integral to the work of teachers and educators. From the co-author of
the book “Professional Communication for Early Childhood Educators” this session will cover:
- the principles of effective communication
- maintaining and sustaining positive relationships 
- how to tackle difficult conversations. 
Whether you work in early childhood or OSHC services, whatever your qualification level, and
however experienced you may be, there will be something in this session for you.

Effective Communication

with Jennifer Ribarovski



‘Practical hands on learning that’s Fun and Meaningful’

Saturday March 6th, 2021
The ECW Educator’s Festival is a unique one of a kind learning and development event for Educators. The

Educator’s Festival is a fun social, interactive, participatory professional learning event for Educators. There is no
sitting and listening to speaker after speaker resulting in lots of notes and little recollection of the content or any

actions for future planning.
 

At the Educator’s Festival you start when you want to and leave when you want to leave. Spend a few hours or
make a day of it. Enjoy a relaxed day of professional learning, engaging in a range of hands on practical education

and learning experiences at your leisure. You will enjoy a relaxed day connecting with a range of organisations
and presenters to seek information about resources and information  about  quality practice, browse the trades,
participate in a Presentation, enjoy a coffee or some lunch with colleagues and discuss what you have seen or

heard. 

www.aecwpb.com 1300 232 972 admin@aecwpb.com

Educators Festival 

Indigiscapes
Indigiscapes is positioned on 14 Hectares of native bushlands on the Redlands Coast  in SE QLD.

Each outdoor workshop will be nestled among the lush greenery in a uniquely private and secluded garden

amidst the tranquil breezes, native birds and local wildlife. 

17 Runnymead Rd Capalaba, 4157 

As you meander along this  tree lined path toward your secret garden you will come across

a beautifully presented line of festival marquees  bursting with the resources and services

of ECEC Villagers available to support you in your educational role.

https://indigiscapes.redland.qld.gov.au/
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Exhibitors

how to get involved with upcoming campaigns including Child Protection Week (Sept) and Children's Week (Oct)
available brochures/fact sheets to support all members of the community to play their part in creating child safe
organisations
the importance of communication in engaging parents. 

Homemade and Trade Fair – supports communities to make a living and brings you a range of hand 
made sustainable resources from various cultures and a range of countries

Bracas Timbers – Casey and his hand made timber resources are always a huge hit with Educators. Last 
year Educators were buying resources by the trailer load

Creative Rocks and Pebbles – Alan will be back again with his hand painted resources, numbers, letters, names 
and phrases that Educators can weave into their program

Teaching Time  - Early childhood educational resources and traditional toys. Puppets, wooden toys, felt stories,
puzzles, wall charts and much more

Family Day Care QLD - (FDC QLD) - Working in FDC and coming along to the Educators Festival - Grab some Family
Day Care Queensland Specials on the day

Jump up for Kids - will have two OT's on site to answer any questions you may have about children's development.
Collect a fact sheet on Healthy Development, play big ideas for children's play times and ideas to support and promote
inclusion.

NAPCAN - Is the National Association for Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect, NAPCAN will provide a range of free
resources about the important role of the early childhood sector in helping all children to thrive. Information available
will cover: 

ParentLine - will provide a range of free resources that delegates can take back to their services for parents. 
This will include: posters, magnets, wallet cards & flyers.

Lavenders Learnotopia - A wide range of handmade, unique and creative resources and gifts for all ages.

Phoenix Support for Educators - Sandi and the team will have a resources including their famous
cups and journals for you to check out.

The Coffee Guy - Enjoy some freshly brewed coffee and a range of snacks throughout the day

Birdwings -  is all about childhood - living the most natural childhood we can possibly provide in
 this busy world. Discover how their programs take children out of busy schedules and give them 
time to play with friends in the forest, climb trees, make cubbies, build things and explore in wild 
nature, share stories, learn handcrafts, bush crafts and cook together.

Watermelon Crush Bags - Hand made bags to give colour, inspiration and individuality to your daily 
life. Colours and Fabric designs to suit many styles. We hope you find a special bag for yourself or as 
a gift for someone special

Busy Fingers - Glenys, loves to create beautiful things to use every day and will bring along her range 
of handmade baskets, bowls, bags, wax wraps and bags that will complement your  services 
sustainable practice commitment. You will especially appreciate the handmade wet clothing bags 
which will reduce your dependence on plastic bags.

Natureplay QLD -  offers a range of resources and Professional Development opportunities to support 
you in your role of delivering innovative learning in and with nature.

This is not a final list of  exhibitors
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Testimonials
"The overall atmosphere, enhanced by the natural and

beautiful setting, seem to result in a very relaxed, by still

highly engaged learning experience. There were smiles all

around, a slowing down of time, which seemed to facilitate

connections and reflections. Amazing work ECW Team and

I look forward to being involved in 2019”

 

Hyahno Moser- Program Manager for Nature Play QLD

“I felt it reflected who we are as

Educators”

“The vendor stalls were

amazing, not the usual

boring resources”

“Loved the freedom,
choice, atmosphere and
opportunity to connect

with others”

“This was so relaxed and informal”

 

“This event was a fantastic outward expression

of the very important work that ECW do. I

witnessed early childhood educators and

coordinators, immersed in leaning, nature and

self-care.

“It was a great opportunity to

connect with colleagues and

presenters”

Your community, your village - Where you Belong

April 18th, 2020
Indigiscapes 

Capalaba QLDEducators Festival 

https://indigiscapes.redland.qld.gov.au/
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The Alex Hills Hotel

The Alexandra Hills Suites &
Conference Centre is a short 8 min

drive from Indigiscapes. With an
impressive 4.5 star rating, you’ll find
the Alexandra Hills modern and with

all the luxury of any inner city
accommodation.

Your community, your village - Where you Belong

March 6th, 2021
Indigiscapes 

Capalaba QLDEducators Festival 

Accommodation

https://thealexandrahillshotel.com.au/accommodation/
https://thealexandrahillshotel.com.au/accommodation/
https://www.google.com/maps/dir/IndigiScapes+Centre,+17+Runnymede+Rd,+Capalaba+QLD+4157/Alexandra+Hills+Hotel,+McDonald+Rd+%26+Finucane+Rd,+Alexandra+Hills+QLD+4161/@-27.5347607,153.2049291,14z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m14!4m13!1m5!1m1!1s0x6b91679cf3b0463d:0xf02a35bd7221c80!2m2!1d153.217869!2d-27.5473411!1m5!1m1!1s0x6b91673c837b7f6d:0x83b8e43a5f52b5f9!2m2!1d153.2365417!2d-27.5233993!3e0
https://indigiscapes.redland.qld.gov.au/
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Your community, your village
                                        - Where you Belong

March 6th, 2021
Indigiscapes 

Capalaba QLDEducators Festival 

9am - Opening Ceremony
          Welcome to Country - Join us in the Grandstand

9.45am - 10.45am - Session 1

8am - Gates open

11am - 12pm - Session 2

1pm - 2pm - Session 3

12pm - 12.45pm - Break - Explore the trades - Enjoy a relaxed Lunch 

2.15pm - 3.15pm - Session 4

3.30pm - 4pm - Closing Ceremony  - Lucky Door prizes 
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Nature play 
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Learning
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(pack a picnic or buy lunch onsite)

(you must be present to win)

NB: The workshop timeslots are still being ifinalised  - A final program will be released closer to the day

The 
Phoenix cups

approach

https://indigiscapes.redland.qld.gov.au/


Educators Festival
    Primary Contact:Organisation / Service Name:

email: Phone:

Address:

Financial members
get 50% off full fee

ECW Member  
No:

Non- Member 

Educators Name 

Email

Mobile:

Special dietary needs:

Non Members pay
full fee

Sub Total 

Please indicate items 

Non - Member Festival Entry - $240                   ECW Member - Festival Entry - $120  

ECW Annual Membership - $100 
Join and save $$$

Manual membership includes additional admin cost
to join online and save go to https://www.aecwpb.com/signup/

Financial members
get 50% off full fee

ECW Member  
No:

Non- Member 

Educators Name 

Email

Mobile:

Special dietary needs:

Non Members pay
full fee

Sub Total 

Please indicate items 

Non - Member Festival Entry - $240                   ECW Member - Festival Entry - $120     

ECW Annual Membership - $100 
Join and save $$$

Manual membership includes additional admin cost
to join online and save go to https://www.aecwpb.com/signup/



Educators Festival

Australian Education and Care
Workforce Professional Body

Direct credit payment details to:

BSB:
ACC:

064 149
10151502

Name on Card:

        Visa M/Card Exp Date:

Card Number:

Signature: CNN:

Upon submission of this Expression of Interest and payment of the associated fee indicates acceptance of ECW event terms 
and conditions. Further details can be found on the ECW website.

 Tax Invoice    ABN: 59612246689Return completed form to
admin@aecwpb.com

Ph: 1300 232 972

Amount Due
GST inclusive

Duplicate page 3 until all Educators details have been

provided. 

Add all sub totals to obtain total

Booking 5 or more Educators apply 10% discount

Total and email registration to ECW Professional Body

 Please sent an invoice for payment

 Apply
discount

Total 

Financial members
get 50% off full fee

ECW Member  
No:

Non- Member 

Educators Name 

Email

Mobile:

Special dietary needs:

Non Members pay
full fee

Sub Total 

Please indicate items 

Non - Member Festival Entry - $240                   ECW Member - Festival Entry - $120     

ECW Annual Membership - $100 
Join and save $$$

Manual membership includes additional admin cost
to join online and save go to https://www.aecwpb.com/signup/

$
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